Theories that support dynamical generation of a fermion mass gap are of widespread interest. The phenomenon is often studied via the Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) for the fermion self energy; i.e., the gap equation. When the rainbow truncation of that equation supports dynamical mass generation, it typically also possesses a countable infinity of simultaneous solutions for the dressed-fermion mass function, solutions which may be ordered by the number of zeros they exhibit. These features can be understood via the theory of nonlinear Hammerstein integral equations. Using QED3 as an example, we demonstrate the existence of a large class of gap equation truncations that possess solutions with damped oscillations. We suggest that there is a larger class, quite probably including the exact theory, which does not. The structure of the dressed-fermion-gauge-boson vertex is an important factor in deciding the issue.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamical mass generation in gauge theories has long been studied using the gap equation; i.e., the DysonSchwinger equation (DSE) for the dressed fermion propagator [1, 2] . The gap equation is nonlinear in the dressedfermion mass-function, M (p); and it was found early [3] that a simple (rainbow) truncation of this equation possess a countable infinity of solutions, with each one characterized by: its magnitude and sign at p = 0; and the number of zeros it possesses on p ∈ (0, ∞). The existence of this tower of solutions to the truncated equation almost immediately fostered speculation about their possible physical consequences [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The non-uniqueness of solutions to the rainbow gap equation was later rediscovered independently, with the explicit identification of three distinct solutions that bifurcate from the trivial M (p) ≡ 0 solution as the coupling strength is increased [9] ; and then again about a decade later [10] [11] [12] . More recently, solutions of the gap equation with repeated zero crossings were also found using a simple generalization of the rainbow truncation [13] ; and in Ref. [14] their existence was firmly established using a procedure that enables one to obtain all solutions of the gap equation in the presence of a variety of external control parameters.
In considering all these contributions one is naturally led to wonder about the general conditions under which a gauge theory's gap equation will admit solutions with zeros in addition to that single positive-definite solution which is conventionally associated with dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB). Herein we provide a partial answer, using quantum electrodynamics in three dimensions (QED3) as an illustrative tool.
Our choice of theory is motivated first by a number of properties that QED3 shares with quantum chromodynamics (QCD). For example, quenched QED3 possesses a nonzero string tension [15] ; and this feature persists in the unquenched theory if massive fermions circulate in the photon vacuum polarization [16] . 1 In addition, since QED3 is super-renormalizable, it has a well-defined chiral limit and therefore admits the possibility and study of DCSB. DCSB in QCD underlies the success of chiral effective field theory, explains the origin of constituentquark masses [18] [19] [20] and hence the vast bulk of visible mass in the Universe [21] , and quite probably shares its origin with light-quark confinement [22] . There is also an applied interest and relevance because QED3 is used in condensed matter physics as an effective field theory for high-temperature superconductors [23] [24] [25] and graphene [26] [27] [28] .
Our partial answer to the problem of anticipating the appearance of solutions to the gap equation with one or more damped oscillations is based upon the following observation [29] : in rainbow truncation the dressed-fermion mass function satisfies a nonlinear Hammerstein integral equation [30] . The conditions under which such equations admit oscillatory solutions were long ago elucidated in the mathematics literature [31] [32] [33] . We find that if the dressed-fermion-photon vertex produces a gap equation kernel that satisfies those conditions, then solutions with zeros are readily found numerically. This is not the case when the vertex produces a kernel that violates the conditions.
Our material is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recapitulate briefly upon the theory of nonlinear Hammerstein integral equations, listing the criteria which guarantee the existence of oscillatory solutions for the mass function and providing a simple example. We ana-lyze QED3 from the perspective of Hammerstein integral equations in Sec. III; and in Sec. IV we explain that if oscillatory solutions exist in Landau gauge, then they are present in all covariant gauges. We summarize in Sec. V.
II. HAMMERSTEIN INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
A. Definition A nonlinear, homogeneous Hammerstein integral equation of the first kind has the form [30] M
where 
In such circumstances it is known [31, 32] that if λ exceeds λ j , where λ j , j ≥ 1, is the j-th eigenvalue of the linear operator associated with Eq. (1); i.e., the integral equation obtained through the replacement
then the Hammerstein equation possesses at least 2j nontrivial solutions with zeros in (0, 1). It was subsequently demonstrated [33] that Eq. (1) possesses infinitely many solutions, each distinguished by its number of zeros, for any prescribed value of
Thus, as with differential equations, at least one large class of integral equations possesses an enumerable infinity of solutions with damped oscillations.
B. Example
A simple, physical realization of the Hammerstein integral equation may arise in connection with graphene, a one-atom-thick layer of graphite, wherein quasiparticle excitations are described by the massless Dirac equation in 2 + 1-dimensions. This is the Euler-Lagrange equation for fermions in a 2 + 1-dimensional version of quantum electrodynamics, except that the speed of light is replaced by the Fermi velocity; viz.,
Thus, the interaction strength in suspended graphene is:
in which case the model's gap equation can produce solutions that dynamically break chiral symmetry; and such solutions express a realignment of the ground-state within the sample. For graphene on a substrate, however, the effective coupling is screened, owing to a dielectric constant, ε, associated with the substrate:
and for ε sufficiently large, the symmetry breaking solutions will disappear. The phase transition in this model is described by the following gap equation [28] 
with
where K(z) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and all mass-dimensioned quantities have been rescaled by an ultraviolet cutoff Λ ≃ 1/a, where a characterizes the lattice spacing in the sample. It is straightforward to verify that the elements in Eq. (7) satisfy the conditions H 1 -H 5 , G 1 and hence there is an α c such that for α > α c the gap equation possesses a countable infinity of distinct solutions, distinguished one from another by the number of zeros they exhibit. In this case, α c = 1/2 [28] ; and the first three solutions are depicted in Fig. 1 .
III. QED3 GAP EQUATION A. Problem specification
The fully dressed fermion propagator is commonly written in one of the following forms: where m 0 is a current-fermion Lagrangian mass and the self-energy is given by
Here, D µν (p − k) and Γ ν (k, p) are the dressed photon propagator and dressed fermion-photon vertex, respectively; and e 2 is the coupling, which has mass dimension one. Since QED3 is super-renormalizable and therefore no ultraviolet divergence can arise whose regularization would introduce a new mass-scale, e 2 defines the natural scale of the theory.
The quenched, rainbow truncation of Eq. (10) is obtained with
We work primarily in Landau gauge because it occupies a special place in gauge theories [35, 36] . It is the gauge in which any sound Ansatz for the fermion-photon vertex can most reasonably be described as providing a pointwise accurate approximation. The vertex in any other gauge is then defined as the Landau-Khalatnikov-Fradkin (LKF) transform [37] [38] [39] [40] of the Landau gauge Ansatz. The sensible implementation of this procedure guarantees gauge covariance and hence obviates any question about the gauge dependence of gauge invariant quantities. We expand on these points in Sec. IV. After a little Dirac algebra and evaluation of the angular integrals in Eq. (10), one finds Z(p) ≡ 1 and a single equation for the dressed-fermion mass function (α = e 2 /[4π]):
One may now exploit the fact that QED3 is a superrenormalizable theory, in which the explicit mass-scale is defined by e 2 and effects associated with dynamical mass generation are an order of magnitude smaller (see Fig. 1 ). Ultraviolet momenta therefore have no influence on nonperturbative phenomena and hence, at no cost, one may introduce a mass-scale Λ ≫ m 0 , Λ ≫ e 2 but m 0 /Λ, e 2 /Λ fixed, such that the following gap equation is equivalent to Eq. (13):
whereM
In some of our subsequent analysis and illustrations, we will employ the approximation
which is precise for y ≫ x and x ≪ y, and, in fact, quite accurate in general for such a weakly singular kernel [41] . This leads from Eq. (14) tõ
an inhomogeneous Hammerstein equation, which becomes homogeneous whenm 0 = 0.
B. Linearized gap equation
If one setsM 2 (y) ≡ 0 in the denominator of the integrand in Eq. (16), then one arrives at a linear equation that can be treated analytically. In the chiral limit, however, unlike its parent, that equation is invariant under rescaling:M (x) → cM (x), with c an arbitrary constant, and does not possess an infrared regularizing mechanism. These qualitative differences are both remedied by the simple expedient of introducing an infrared cutoff, κ, withM (x = κ) = κ:
If one relaxes H 2 mildly, to the extent that the condition is satisfied on [κ, 1] × R, this is an homogeneous Hammerstein equation. So long as the following boundary conditions are ap-
Eq. (17) is equivalent to the following second-order differential equation: where a = 16α/π. This problem has the solutioñ
where J Sturm-Liouville theory provides another perspective on the guaranteed simultaneous existence of a countable infinity of solutions to Eq. (14) . Consider the linearized version of Eq. (14) in the chiral limit:
The solutions of this equation cannot be obtained analytically. However, it can be viewed as one in a class of integral equations with the general form:
where the kernel G f (y, x) is real and symmetric under x ↔ y. This is an homogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind. Introducing a n-point quadrature rule, Eq. (22) is replaced by a system of coupled algebraic equations: 
, and the set {A j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n} contains the weights associated with the chosen quadrature. One may always choose a rule with p i = k i , ∀i, so that K ij corresponds to a symmetric matrix. Then, defining
This is an eigenvalue problem for a real, symmetric matrix, S; and different eigenvectors correspond to distinct solutions of the gap equation. We have applied the procedure just described to Eq. (22), using a Gaussian quadrature. The first four eigenfunctions are depicted in Fig. 3 . All solutions fall as 1/x 2 in the ultraviolet and all possess the Sturm-Liouville property; namely, the n th eigenfunction, Ψ (n) , possesses one more zero than Ψ (n−1) . The number of independent eigenfunctions equals the number of quadrature points and hence, in the continuum limit, there is a countable infinity of solutions, each distinguished by its magnitude and number of zeros.
C. Nonlinear gap equation
Armed with the knowledge accumulated above, we are ready to find all solutions of the original problem; i.e., Eq. (13). In the chiral limit, besides the trivial M (p) ≡ 0 solution that is admitted in perturbation theory, and the well-known positive-definite DCSB solution, we find the now expected series of solutions, each one of which may be labeled uniquely by the number of zeros it possesses and its sign at p = 0. One must include that sign because the chiral-limit gap equation is even under M → −M , so each solution has a mirror image. The first few solutions are illustrated in Fig. 4 . All nonzero solutions exhibit at least one inflection point in the infrared 3 and decay as 1/p 2 in the ultraviolet. (Recall that the coupling e 2 has mass-dimension one. Hence, without loss of generality, hereafter we set e 2 = 1 and measure all dimensioned quantities with respect to this scale.)
In Fig. 5 we display an example of a multi-zero solution of Eq. (13) . With the numerical techniques typically employed to solve the gap equation, such solutions are difficult to find and also unstable, in the sense that they are lost when even a very small current-fermion mass (m 0 ≪ 1) is introduced. Such difficulties are overcome if a more sophisticated numerical algorithm is used; e.g., the homotopy continuation method described and employed in Ref. [14] .
Indeed, Ref. [14] presents a detailed analysis of the case m 0 = 0. Little therefore needs to be explained herein. It suffices to record that, at fixed interaction strength, the number of distinct solutions to the gap equation diminishes rapidly with increasing m 0 . Moreover, there is a critical value, m D. Dressed vertex in the gap equation
Central Ball-Chiu vertex
It is natural to ask whether the existence of multiple solutions to the gap equation is a peculiar feature of the rainbow truncation. In partial answer we note that Refs. [13, 14] found this property persisted when the socalled central Ball-Chiu Ansatz was employed; viz.,
3 The existence of an inflection point can be understood as a signal of confinement [20, 22, 35, 36] . We will therefore reconsider this case herein, bringing to bear the knowledge we've gained from Sec. II A.
Using Eq. (26) in Landau gauge, the gap equation produces Z(p) ≡ 1 and the following equation for the mass function:
This is not different from Eq. (13) and hence the pattern of behavior described in Secs. III B, III C is repeated with Eq. (26).
Symmetric central vertex
Now consider a simple extension of Eq. (26); viz.
where f (k 2 , p 2 ) is a symmetric function that approaches unity as either or both of k 2 , p 2 approach infinity. In this case, again, Z(p) ≡ 1 in Landau gauge and the mass function satisfies
Plainly, therefore, with any function f (k 2 , p 2 ) that preserves Assumption G 1 in Sec. II A, the chiral limit gap equation will possess a countable infinity of distinct solutions, distinguished by their number of zeros and their sign and magnitude at p = 0. As will become plain in Sec. IV, Z(p) ≡ 1 is not required to ensure this outcome.
More general Ansätze
The class of vertex Ansätze described by Eq. (28) is large. It includes the form in Eq. (26) . However, it is known that the true dressed-fermion-gauge-boson vertex is more complicated still (especially in the presence of DCSB), involving as many as eleven other Dirac matrix structures [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . We have therefore solved the QED3 gap equation using this range of more sophisticated Ansätze. In each of these cases we find the positive definite DCSB solution of the chiral-limit gap equation and its mirror image but no solutions that possess even a single zero.
Naturally, the explanation might simply be that our numerical methods are inadequate to the task when these more complicated and realistic Ansätze are used. On the other hand, such Ansätze produce gap equations that are not of the Hammerstein form. In fact, with extant vertex Ansätze, the gap equations are typically elements in the more general class of nonlinear Urysonh integral equations [30, 49] . Little is known about the nature of solutions to such equations. Moreover, the full theory must be even more complicated because, in addition to the explicit dependence on S(p) expressed in Ansätze, the true dressed vertex will possess an implicit dependence on the dressed-propagator whose nature is impossible to guess.
These observations indicate that the known conditions under which the gap equation can possess multiple solutions are quite strict and, moreover, that they are usually not met when the dressed-fermion-gauge-boson vertex possesses what might reasonably be called a realistic form.
As a counterpoint, we note that if the QCD-based interactions in Refs. [50, 51] are combined with the complete Ball-Chiu Ansatz [42] , then it is possible to obtain at least one solution of the gap equation which exhibits a single zero [52] . However, such a solution only exists if the interaction strength significantly exceeds that which is associated with a realistic description of hadronic phenomena. In QED3, on the other hand, the coupling strength sets the mass-scale, so it does not provide a tool for inflating the interaction strength relative to other scales; and fermion loops provide screening and hence unquenching suppresses the interaction strength.
IV. GAUGE COVARIANCE
The fermion propagator is gauge covariant but not gauge invariant; and in the preceding discussion we have focused on Landau gauge. As we noted above, this is because Landau gauge occupies a special place in gauge theories. In addition to other important properties, such as being a fixed point of the renormalization group and the gauge in which any sensitivity to model-dependent differences between Ansätze for the fermion-photon vertex are least noticeable, it is also the sole covariant gauge in which the infrared behavior of the fermion propagator is not modified by a non-dynamical gauge-dependent exponential factor whose presence can obscure truly observable features of the theory [35, 36] . Moreover, as we now explain, by capitalizing on the Landau-KhalatnikovFradkin (LKF) transformations [37] [38] [39] [40] , a mechanical re- alization of the gauge covariance property, one may focus on Landau gauge in Abelian theories without loss of generality.
In configuration space, the fermion propagator in any covariant gauge, ξ, is obtained from its Landau gauge (ξ = 0) form via the following operation:
For ξ > 0, one may readily translate this transformation into momentum space [53] [54] [55] [56] :
where λ ± = ς 2 + (k ± p) 2 and we have used Eq. (9c). The analogues for ξ < 0 are given in Ref. [36] . Plainly, with a solution for the dressed-quark propagator in hand, obtained using any Landau-gauge Ansatz for the dressedfermion-gauge-boson vertex, one can straightforwardly find the result in another covariant gauge.
We illustrate the result for a two-zero solution in Fig. 6 . It is true in general that the wavefunction renormalization, Z(p), remains zero-free in all covariant gauges and the LKF transformation does not shift the location of any zero in M (p). It is clear, therefore, that whatever is the qualitative character of the gap equation's Landau gauge solution, it is the same in all covariant gauges. Namely, if there are multiple solutions for the mass function in Landau gauge, each with a different number of zeros, then these solutions exist in all gauges. Notably, however, for ξ > 0 their magnitude is rapidly damped (see Eq. (30) and lower panel of Fig. 6 ), an effect that will make them difficult to locate numerically if one chooses to solve the gap equation directly in a different gauge. Of course, the gap equation solution obtained directly in a different gauge would only be meaningful if the gap equation were built with the LKF transform of the original Landaugauge vertex Ansatz.
V. EPILOGUE
Using quenched QED3 as an example, we explored conditions under which a gauge theory's chiral-limit gap equation can exhibit multiple solutions. We argued that so long as the Landau-gauge gap equation can be rewritten as an Hammerstein integral equation of the first kind, it will possess a countable infinity of simultaneous solutions. Those solutions will be distinguished, one from another, by the number of zeros they possess and their magnitude and sign at the origin.
Whilst a large class of truncations of gauge theory gap equations possess the Hammerstein property, a far larger class does not. Membership of the Hammerstein class is not usually determined by the form of the dressedgauge-boson propagator but, instead, it is decided by the structure of the dressed-fermion-gauge-boson vertex.
We cannot now say anything definite in general about the existence of multiple solutions for members of the non-Hammerstein class of gap equations. However, by analyzing examples from that class, we were led to conjecture that there is at least a large subclass that do not possess solutions with zeros. Indeed, it appears to us that the general conditions under which a gauge theory's chiral-limit gap equation can possess solutions with zeros are quite restrictive; and it is therefore probable that when a realistic Ansatz is employed for the dressed vertex, the only dynamical chiral symmetry breaking solutions that exist are those with no zeros.
Although we have only considered QED3 explicitly, the mathematical framework we have described applies more broadly. We therefore judge that our results are equally relevant to existing realistic models for the gap equation in QCD.
